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Introduction to BeeBall

BeeBall is a modified version of baseball and softball for children. The game is a small team game for boys and girls with a bat and a ball. A game that is all about being active and having FUN. BeeBall is recognised by the Confederation European Baseball and the European Softball Federation, affiliated European Affiliates as the best junior entry point program to introduce children to the game of baseball and softball. The program is run by local clubs in your area and can also be included as part of school’s sport participation programs, during or after school.

The Active BeeBall Rally Cap program

The Active BeeBall Rally Cap Program (ABRC) is has been an initiative of the Dutch Federation (KNBSB). It provides primary school children with free sport and other structured physical activity programs in or after school. The program is currently run in schools and after-school care centres across many European countries and can be played indoor as well as outdoor.

The program aims to engage traditionally inactive children in sport and other structured physical activities, and through a positive and fun experience, develop a love of sport that motivates them to join a local sporting club. The Active BeeBall Rally Cap Program (ABRC) has been developed by many countries all over the globe for children participating in the ABRC program a taste of the BeeBall program. This program is specifically designed for the all affiliates of the European countries. A program with the aim of engaging children in baseball and softball promoting the pathway to the Active BeeBall Rally Cap Program in the local community. This delivery manual is a resource for schools and after school care centres running the athletics programs of their local countries.

The editor of this program wishes to thank the Australian Baseball Community for their information and pictures of the national T-Ball Program.
The game is the focus

Players develop skills through fun, game-like activities (by 'playing the game' rather than through traditional skills and drills).

Coach is a facilitator

Coaches play more of a facilitator role than a director’s role. Rather than instructing players how to perform a particular skill, coaches provide key coaching points for performing the skill then set the players a challenge that they must solve through activity. For example, they might ask:

» How many different jumps can you perform in 30 seconds?
» Where will you stand to field the ball?
» How can you work together to stop the opponents scoring?
» How can you include everyone?

This engages players in the activity at a level that suits their own ability, and players learn through self-discovery rather than coach direction.

Discrete coaching

Coach instructions and demonstrations are kept to a minimum. Allow play to continue and support players to develop their skills on the side in an unobtrusive way during the course of the activity. This maximises player participation and allows players to receive one-on-one coach support where required.

Role Models

Use player role models during the activities to demonstrate and emphasise good technique or strategies. Be aware of cultural considerations when adopting this strategy.
Ask the players
The use of player questioning is a valuable strategy to engage the players themselves in changing the activity to increase participation and to make the activity more or less challenging.

Change it
Simple variations to activities are introduced to make the activities easier or harder in order to accommodate all player ability levels and backgrounds. Use the CHANGE IT acronym to assist you in modifying the activities, and remember to ‘Ask the players’:

C - Coaching style e.g. deciding when to direct activities and when to ask the players. Knowing when to provide discrete coaching and when to ‘just let the kids play’

H - How you score or win e.g. introduce zones for batting or target games

A - Area (playing area) e.g. make the playing area smaller or larger; alter distances to targets or between players

N - Number of players e.g. consider different team sizes to keep all players active. Have several games of 2 v 2 or, if focusing on defence skills, change to 3 v 2 or 2 v 1 etc

G - Game rules e.g. allow 2 bounces before catching or stopping a ball, or introduce a no-go zone

E - Equipment e.g. use a larger or softer ball; rackets instead of bats; bins or markers for targets

I - Inclusion e.g. modify the game to maximise the involvement of all players. Ask the players how to change the game

T - Time e.g. reduce or extend the time to perform actions; change the number of passes within a time limit; vary the length of time a player can hold the ball

It is more important to follow the concept of CHANGE IT than to remember what each letter represents.

If it is not working…. CHANGE IT!!
How do I know when to CHANGE IT?

The first step is to play the game and observe player involvement and responses.

When observing the game being played, and player involvement and responses, ask yourself the following questions:

- Is the game safe?
- Are all players having fun?
- Are all players engaged in the game?
- Is the game working?
- Do all players understand the game?
- Is the objective of the game being achieved?
- Are all the players being included?
- Is participation being maximised?
- Is the game appropriate to the ability level of each player?
- Are all players being challenged?

If the answer to any of the above questions is No, then CHANGE IT.
Objective
Hitting - Learning the basics through continuous activities.

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers and safe hitting space.

Equipment
Marker cones, bases, batting tees, vests and/or sashes, safety bats (foam covered) or wood tennis racquets or similar, foam balls or tennis balls
Objective
On the coach’s call sardines attempt to cross from one side to the other without being munched by a shark.

What to do
• Set up a field with a “safe” line on either side of the playing surface.
• A designated player (“Shark”) must stay out of the safe zone i.e. in the middle; others (“Sardines”) at one side of play area, behind a safe line.
• On coach’s call, Sardines attempt to cross from one side to other without being “munched” (touched) by Shark. Any Sardines who are touched magically become Sharks and then assist catching the other Sardines until everyone has been caught.

What you need
• Marker cones.
Objective
The batter aims to hit a ball which is thrown underarm without getting out.

What to do
• One bat and a foam or whiffle ball per group.
• Create a fielder free zone in front of the batter.
• The batter stands with feet together and holds the bat in front of the legs.
• Fielders throw the ball underarm and the batter hits in any direction.
• The batter is out if the ball is caught on the full or they are hit on the legs.
• Ensure more mobile players pass the ball to a less mobile player so everyone has a “touch” of the ball over the course of the game.
• Ensure players adjust the speed of the pitch so less mobile players can hit the ball.

What you need
• Marker cones to establish batting line, fielder free zone and fielding zone.
• Baseball bat and foam safety ball.

Change it
• Use a larger bat such as a tennis racquet bat.
• The pitcher to bounce the ball once.
• Increase the size of the fielder-free zone.
• Allow the pitcher to move in or out and throw from any suitable distance to ensure a hittable ball.
Lesson 1: BeeBall Tennis

**Objective**
Players in small groups hit a ball over an obstacle and run to the back of the line making way for the next player to receive a ball and hit it.

**What to do**
- Start with underarm hits.
- After the first ball is hit, the player moves to the right and then to the back of the line.

**What you need**
- Playing area with net or alternative, such as marked “no-go” area or bench.
- One paddle bat or similar per player.
- Tennis ball or similar for each group.
- Markers or tape.

**Change it**
- 2 bounces allowed for less experienced players.
- Vary the racquet size, use a slower ball, don’t use the net, decrease the size of the playing area.
Lesson 1: Cricket BeeBall

Objective
A batter hits 4 consecutive balls into the field and then runs between marker cones as many times as possible. When the fielders have returned all 4 balls they call out “STOP!” (6 or more per group).

What to do
2 teams - batters and fielders.
Batter
• Hits 4 balls from the Batting Tee, one after the other, into the playing space.
• The balls can be hit from the ground, or off tees, you can toss the ball and hit it yourself, or have a trainer/coach toss the ball to you.
• When the last ball is hit, the batter runs between the marker cones as many times as possible.
Fielders
• Fielders return the balls to the home base - balls must be on the home plate to count.
• Fielders call “STOP”, when the last ball reaches home plate.

What you need
• A suitable indoor or outdoor playing area as shown.
• Range of bats, racquets and balls(sponge balls, softballs or tennis balls).
• Marker cones (for running and playing area).
• Batting tee(s).

Change it
• To manage large groups, have 2 or more groups playing at the same time using a “fan” system. Balls must be hit forward.
• Players with less developed throwing/catching/fielding/batting skills can be assisted on the side.
• Batters - 2 players work in tandem, eg. one player hits and the other runs.
Objective
The usual safety rules apply such as safe “traffic flow”, acting sensibly and being aware of others. Use it for:
• Gathering markers, balls and other small equipment
• Putting away mats, benches etc.
Use teams. For this to work well, you need to be organised.
Objective
Throwing – short, sharp energisers that teach the fundamentals of throwing.

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers and required running space.

Equipment
Marker cones, bases, batting tees, vests and/or sashes, safety bats (foam covered) or wood tennis racquets or similar, foam balls or tennis balls large target balls (Swiss/beach ball).
Objective
For a player to run between a start and destination point and, using a tennis racquet or similar, defend the line by hitting away foam or whiffle balls being thrown by other players.

What to do
• Mark out two lines. One for a defender to walk along and one for the remaining players to throw balls from.
• Assign one player in the group to be the defender and provide them with a tennis racquet to defend him or herself.
• Create a single line of players, each with a foam ball in their hand.
• The defender then walks a defined line, set out with markers, parallel to the line of the other players.
• The remaining players must stay behind the line and attempt to hit the defender with their ball.
• The defender fends balls off with a racquet (or dodges).
• NB: place a marker at each end of the defender’s path: other players can only throw when the defender is between markers.

What you need
• Markers to define a walking and throwing line.
• Foam or whiffle balls, enough balls for one per player.
• A tennis racquet (or similar).
Objective
A large ball is rolled and players try to hit it with a baseball.

What to do
• A coach is designated as the roller calls out “gool-gool” (going-going) and rolls the ball in front of the other players, who attempt to hit it with their baseballs (can choose between soft core, foam or whiffle ball).

What you need
• Markers to define a rectangular playing area.
• 1 or 2 balls per player (to throw at the moving target).
• A variety of balls to be used as targets of different size.

Change it
Vary the size of the target ball for varying abilities.
Lesson 2: Underarm return relay

GET INTO IT

Objective
Players run to a point, return and on the way back pick up a ball and throw it underarm to the teammate next in line. This pattern continues. (Play with 4 or more).

What to do
- Mark a starting line and a midway line, and place a distant marker to run around (turning point).
- Form teams of 4 - 6 players.
- Place the ball on the midway line.
- Player 1 runs around the turning point and back towards the team, picking up the ball on the midway line.
- The ball is thrown underarm to player 2, player 1 joins the end of the team.
- Player 2 runs to the midway line, deposits the ball and continues to the turning point, then runs back, picks up the ball and throws it underarm to player 3.
- Continue until player 1 is again at the head of the line.

Change it
Instead of placing the ball on the midway line, a player with limited mobility or ball throwing ability is situated at the midway line and an appropriate pass or handover is made.
Lesson 2: Runners vs Fielders

**Objective**
A batting team and a fielding team. The first batter hits the ball and the entire team runs around the markers. The fielders gather the ball and pass it to everyone in their team. When all the fielders have touched the ball, they call out “STOP!” (4 or more per team).

**GET INTO IT**

- Using a tee or drop shot, the ball is hit between B and C.
- All batters attempt to run as a group to the finish position.
- If the ball goes “wide” (A-B or C-D), the shot is taken again.
- Field the ball and then move onto the infield.
- The ball is passed to each fielder using a nominated throw, eg. underarm throw.
- Fielders must be at least 2 meters apart.
- The last fielder to receive a pass calls out “STOP!”.
- The ball is passed to the next batter.

**What to do**

**What you need**

- A suitable indoor or outdoor playing area as shown.
- Any suitable lightweight bat, tennis ball or similar.
- Marker cones.
- Batting tee.

**Change it**

- Use player role models to emphasise and effective side-on batting stance, good ball placement and effective fielding plays.
- Vary the pass - allow any pass or vary the pass. Include novelty passes, eg. under a leg.
- Rolling - use rolling to pass among fielders.
- Distance between fielders - vary the distance and position, eg. all fielders along the line A-B.
- Hitting direction - specify one or more allowable sides, eg. D-C or B-C or A-B or any combination of these.
- False calls - provide bonus points to a runner if “STOP!” is called too soon.
Lesson 2: Run the Circle

Objective
Cooperative passing. Players walk or run around a circle receiving a ball from a feeder at the centre of the circle. An easy option starts with walking and rolling the ball. Players with limited mobility or less developed throwing/catching skills stands just off the circle - distance and type of pass will depend on ability.

Lesson 2: What did you like?

Objective
This is your chance to do some “customer surveying”. Ask for feedback during sessions or at the end.
• What were your favourite activities? (they will probably need reminding about what they did!)
• What didn’t you like?
• What would you like to do again?

WHO WANTS TO PLAYEMBERAL NEXT TIME?

YES NO YES YES
Objective
Fielding – learning the fundamental skills required for fielding and the various positions and terminology for baseball and softball through various games – some classics, some new! This lesson also focuses on throwing, communication and teamwork.

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers and required running space. A solid wall for rebound catch is required.

Equipment
Marker cones, bases, batting tee’s, vests and/or sashes, safety bats (foam covered) or wood tennis racquets or similar, (foam) balls.
Lesson 3: Baseball Ladder

START OUT

What to do

- Organise players in pairs, sitting in two lines facing each other so that feet are touching the person opposite.
- Each pair sits two metres apart.
- The coach moves down the line giving each pair a name in baseball terms.
  The coach then calls out terms one at a time.
- Pairs named by that term, stand up and down the line, stepping over the other players legs, before running around cones placed 5 metres in front of the lines.
- Players then run back down the outside to cones placed at the back of the lines, before returning over other players legs back to their original position before sitting down again.

Lesson 3: Rebound Catch

START OUT

Objective

For a group of players to field and catch rebounding balls thrown off a wall.

What to do

- Organise players in pairs, sitting in two lines facing each other so that feet are touching the person opposite.
- Each pair sits two metres apart.
- The coach moves down the line giving each pair a name in baseball terms.
  The coach then calls out terms one at a time.
- Pairs named by that term, stand up and down the line, stepping over the other players legs, before running around cones placed 5 metres in front of the lines.
- Players then run back down the outside to cones placed at the back of the lines, before returning over other players legs back to their original position before sitting down again.

What you need

- Durable balls such as foam balls or tennis balls.
- A large enough wall to conduct the game.
Objective
A batter hits 4 consecutive balls into the field and then runs between marker cones as many times as possible. When the fielders have returned all 4 balls they call out “STOP!” (6 or more per group).

What to do
2 teams - batters and fielders.
Batter
• Hits 4 balls from the Batting Tee, one after the other, into the playing space.
• The balls can be hit from the ground, or off tees, you can toss the ball and hit it yourself, or have a trainer/coach toss the ball to you.
• When the last ball is hit, the batter runs between the marker cones as many times as possible.
Fielders
• Fielders return the balls to the home base - balls must be on the home plate to count.
• Fielders call “STOP”, when the last ball reaches home plate.

What you need
• A suitable indoor or outdoor playing area as shown.
• Range of bats, racquets and balls(sponge balls, softballs or tennis balls).
• Marker cones (for running and playing area).
• Batting tee(s).

Change it
• To manage large groups, have 2 or more groups playing at the same time using a “fan” system. Balls must be hit forward.
• Players with less developed throwing/catching/fielding/batting skills can be assisted on the side.
• Batters - 2 players work in tandem, eg. one player hits and the other runs.
Objective
Runners start in the middle, move to one end and try to hit a target. After 4 steps they either bounce the ball or pass it. Interceptors must prevent the ball from hitting the target. (Team of 3 or more).

The game starts in the middle of the court - 4 v 4.

Runners (attack)
• Players are not permitted to enter the ‘no-go’ zone.
• Players must pass if tagged.

Runners (defence)
• Must prevent the ball from hitting the target.
• If the interceptors gain possession of the ball, they become runner and pass towards their cone.

What to do
The game starts in the middle of the court - 4 v 4.

Runners (attack)
• Players are not permitted to enter the ‘no-go’ zone.
• Players must pass if tagged.

Runners (defence)
• Must prevent the ball from hitting the target.
• If the interceptors gain possession of the ball, they become runner and pass towards their cone.

What you need
• Target - large cone or alternative.
• One ball per pair (volleyball size).
• Markers or tape to mark “no-go” zones.
• Suitable indoor or outdoor playing area (basketball court size).

Safety
• Swap partners.
• Easier - passer or receiver can move feet around.
• Harder - move apart.
• Move apart and introduce new passes or positions - e.g. rolling along ground, bounce pass.
Lesson 3: Back to Back Pass

Objective
In pairs, players are back to back and pass a ball to one another. (Play with 4 or more).

What to do
- With one ball per pair, players pass the ball back and forth.
- Ball must change hands completely.
- Explore different passes - make up new ones.
- After exploration - set a time period, eg. number of passes in 20 seconds.
- Highlight successful passes. Ask children to show their successful passes.

Change it
- Swap partners.
- Easier - passer or receiver can move feet around.
- Harder - move apart.
- Move apart and introduce new passes or positions - e.g. rolling along ground, bounce pass.
Objective
Running – short, sharp energisers which teach the basics of running bases through game sense activities. Team work is crucial, team relay members need to encourage other team members!

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers, placement of bases and required running space.

Equipment
Marker cones, bases, hitting tees, bean bags, hoops, foam covered safety bats or wood foam balls.
Objective
Players run around in different directions avoiding body contact with other players. The coach calls a number and players form a group of that size.

What to do
• Mark an area free of obstructions - disperse the players.
• Start with slow jogging.
• Try several group sizes before you get to the number you would like for a subsequent activity, eg. start by calling 2s, then 6s and finally the group size you want, such as 4’s - you may want to add a “new peoples to the group” rule for the second and third calls.
• As an option, use some bright music as a backdrop. Stop the music and call the number for the group size.

Change it
• Vary the locomotion - eg. short bursts of running, hopping and fast walking before calling a group size.
• Players have to run to the nearest boundary and touch it with their feet before forming a group.
• Walk rather than run.
Lesson 4: Get the bean bag!

Objective
For players to run to opposing team's area and steal a ball, the first team to get a total of 5 balls wins.

What to do
• Set up a field approximately 15-20m in length with enough lanes to accommodate for the number of players per team.
• Split the players up into teams of two. Each team should have one player at either end of the field.
• Allocate players on opposite sides of a playing area with 3 balls.
• Players run to the other side and steal one ball at a time.
• The winner is the first player to increase their total to 5.

What you need
• Marker cones to set up a field with lanes.
• Various types of balls (baseballs, foam, tennis etc) or small bean bags.

Change it
• Can be an individual or team activity (Play with 6 or more).
• Set up a baseball diamond and allocate players a plate to store their balls (dependant on team size).
Lesson 4: Base-to-Base Relay

GET INTO IT

Objective
For players to run to opposing team’s area and steal a ball, the first team to get a total of 5 balls wins.

What to do
• Set up a baseball diamond with base plates spaced at correct distances apart.
• Divide players into two teams.
• Place an equal number on each base.
• A runner from home runs to 1st base who tags their fellow team member who then repeats the process until the final team member reaches home plate.

What you need
• Base plates.

Change it
• Depending on numbers the relay can be continuous (as shown in illustration).
• Runners start from home and 2nd base simultaneously (or all bases).
• Runners start anti clockwise.
• For large groups of players increase the number of bases to accommodate for extra base runners.
• For players of varying abilities reduce the distance and or number of bases to accommodate.
Objective
A batting team and a fielding team. The first batter hits the ball and the entire team runs around the markers. The fielders gather the ball and pass it to everyone in their team. When all the fielders have touched the ball, they call out “STOP!” (4 or more per team).

What to do
• Using a tee or drop shot, the ball is hit between B and C.
• All batters attempt to run as a group to the finish position.
• If the ball goes ‘wide’ (A-B or C-D), the shot is taken again.
• Field the ball and then move onto the infield.
• The ball is passed to each fielder using a nominated throw, eg. underarm throw.
• Fielders must be at least 2 meters apart.
• The last fielder to receive a pass calls out “STOP!”.
• The ball is passed to the next batter.

What you need
• A suitable indoor or outdoor playing area as shown.
• Any suitable light weight bat, tennis ball or similar.
• Marker cones.
• Batting tee.

Change it
• Use player role models to emphasise an effective side-on batting stance, good ball placement and effective fielding plays.
• Vary the pass - allow any pass or vary the pass. Include novelty passes, eg. under a leg.
• Rolling - use rolling to pass among fielders.
• Distance between fielders - vary the distance and position, eg. all fielders along the line A-B.
• Hitting direction - specify one or more allowable sides, eg. D-C or B-C or A-B or any combination of these.
• False calls - provide bonus points to a runner if “STOP!” is called too soon.
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Lesson 4: Beat the Bomb

GET INTO IT

Objective
A batting team must hit a ball from a batting tee, tag a fellow batting team member, and hit another baseball before it explodes. Fielding team to count down till bomb explodes.

What to do

• Place a batting tee on a hitting line with a marking cone 10m away (along batting line).
• Split players into two even teams. Fielding team is to be in front of batting line and batting team at marker cone.
• Batters must bat behind the batting line.
• Batters hit the bomb off tee into field. Batter then runs around marker (10m away) and tags next batter
  Fielding team to count down bomb explosion.
• Fielding team must get bomb back to tee.
• Bomb is reset when placed on tee and will explode after 5 seconds.
• Use a whistle to indicate when the bomb detonates.
• Next batter must hit bomb off tee before it explodes.

What you need

• Hitting tee, baseball bat and baseball.
• Marker cones.

Change it
Increase or decrease the time until the bomb will explode.
Lesson 4: What did you learn?

Reinforce key skill or tacle points.

Use:
• cue words, eg. “When you... keep it smooth”.

• tactical tips - these can relate to Ask the players questions, eg. “Remember when i asked Mary, Kate and John to show us... What did you learn?”.

• Link back to previous sessions.
Objective
Hitting – applying some of the basic hitting skills learnt so far to some slightly harder games and activities.

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers and safe hitting space.

Equipment
Marker cones, bases, hitting tees, bibs or sashes, bean bags, hoops, foam covered safety bats, or wood tennis rackets or similar foam balls.
Lesson 5: Warriors and dragons

Objective
One team called Warriors pass the ball to the other Warriors and try to tag the opposing team called Dragons. If Dragons are tagged they become Warriors. When the dragons are caught the teams swap over.

What to do
- Establish a playing area. A moat surrounds the playing area.
- 2 teams: Warriors and Dragons
- Dragons can run but not into the moat because dragons can’t swim.
- Warriors are not allowed to step with the ball or throw it at a Dragon.
- Warriors are not allowed to hold the ball for any longer than 3 seconds.

What you need
- 1 medium sized ball.
- Bibs for the Dragons.
- Marker cones.

Change it
- Team size - uneven team sizes. More Warriors speeds up the game and makes it harder for Dragons.
- Vary type and size of ball, type of pass, size of playing area, safe zones, immediately pass the ball - “hot potato”, vary the locomotion.
Objective
Players in small groups hit a ball over an obstacle and run to the back of the line making way for the next player to receive a ball and hit it.

What to do
Start with underarm hits.
• After the first ball is hit, the player moves to the right and then to the back of the line

What you need
• Playing area with net or alternative, such as marked “no-go” area or bench.
• One paddle bat or similar per player.
• Tennis ball or similar for each group.
• Markers or tape.

Change it
• 2 bounces allowed for less experienced players.
• Vary the racquet size, use a slower ball, don’t use the net, decrease the size of the playing area.
Lesson 5: Long ball

Objective
- Hit a ball as far as possible to a designated area.

What you need
- Marker cones to establish batting line and designated hitting area.
- Hitting tees.
- Baseball bat and baseballs

What to do
- Mark out a batting line with a batting tee.
- Mark out designated areas for the ball to be hit to: marked lines, cones, fence, etc.
- Commence hitting.
Lesson 5: Four Corners

Objective
Players choose a corner to stand in and, as the game continues based on the call, must move in the middle.

What to do
- Give names to each corner eg. home, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, base.
- One player stands in the middle of the square with their eyes shut, counting down from 10.
- While the player is still counting, all the other players walk to a corner.
- When the counter gets to zero, they name one of the corners.
- All players in that corner come into the middle and count.
- Continue until all players are in the middle.

Lesson 5: Stay tuned

Key dates, terms, holidays.
- Forthcoming events - Lesson 6 & 7.
- Distribute flyers for upcomming events.
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Objective
Fielding—applying some of the basic fielding skills learnt so far to some slightly harder games and drills. This lesson also focuses on throwing, communication and team work.

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers and safe hitting space.

Equipment
Marker cones, bases, bibs or sashes, foam covered safety bats, or wood tennis racquets or similar, foam balls, large target balls (Skippy balls or beach balls).
Objective
On a coach’s call sardines attempt to cross from one side of the other without being munched by a shark.

What to do
• Set up a field with a “safe” line on either side of the playing surface.
• A designated player (“Shark”) must stay out of the safe zone i.e. in the middle; others (“Sardines”) at one side of play area, behind a safe line.
• On coach’s call, Sardines attempt to cross from one side to other without being “munched” (touched) by Shark. Any Sardines who are touched magically become Sharks and then assist catching the other Sardines until everyone has been caught.

What you need
• Marker cones
Lesson 6: Bombard

Objective
2 or more teams working in parallel throw tennis balls at a large target ball and try to move the target ball over a goal line (4 or more players).

What to do
- Mark out throwing line and goal line for both parallel teams.
- Each player is given two balls.
- Coach calls out PLAY BALL which is the sign that players are to throw baseballs at the large target ball.
- If necessary, call “STOP!” allowing players to retrieve balls that are in their playing area - this may include some opposition balls. Restart play once all players have moved back out of the playing area.
- Allow time-outs to discuss tactics.
- First target ball to cross the goal line scores a point.

What you need
- Playing area around half the size of a volleyball court divided into separate areas.
- Markers to define playing area, throwing line and goal line.
- Two large target balls.
- 2 baseball per player.

Change it
Vary the size of the target ball.
Lesson 6: Roll-a-Goal

Objective
For one team to try and roll a ball over a target line which is being defended by the other team.

What to do
- Mark out a field approximately half the size of a volleyball court with two goal lines at either end.
- Separate players into two teams of 6 per side.
- A team scores a point when a ball is rolled over the other team’s goal line. The ball must bounce at least twice before it crosses the goal line.
- The defending team returns the ball after a point is scored or defended.
- The attacking team must throw the ball from where it is fielded.
- If the ball is caught on the full the player may take one step forward before throwing the ball.

What you need
- One baseball per game.
- Markers to define field, goal line and ‘no man’s land’.
- Baseball gloves.

Change it
- Create a marked line for players to roll the ball from.
- Use different balls, i.e. volleyball, soccer, football, etc.
Lesson 6: Beat the ball

Objective
The hitter hits a pitched ball and runs around all bases, attempting to beat the thrown ball by the fielding team.

What to do
Normal positions as for Baseball (can have more infielders or outfielders but must have four fielders on bases). Hitting team hits pitched ball (underarm) into fair territory and attempts to run around all bases to home base. Fielders field the ball and throw it to first base who tags base, to 2nd base who tags base, to 3rd base who tags base, to home base, tag base. If ball beats runner to home then runner is out. If runner gets to home base before ball then 1 run is scored. All hitters hit then change positions.
(NB only way out is at home base).

What you need
- Bat and ball.
- Bases.
- Two even teams.
Objective
The hitter hits a pitched ball and runs around all bases, attempting to beat the thrown ball by the fielding team.

What to do
• Form teams of 6 and line up behind marker cones.
• The coach signals and first team member runs out in front of team and makes a bridge; second person runs out, runs under bridge and makes a stone; third person runs out, under bridge, over the stone and makes a tree; fourth person runs out under bridge, over stone and around tree and repeats on the way back to tag fifth member, who repeats and tags sixth.
• When sixth (last) person runs around tree, the tree follows them back, when the tree jumps over the stone the stone follows back, the stone goes under bridge and the bridge follows back.
• First team back wins. Repeat 2-3 times then change bridge, stone and tree.
Objective
We shall now play the Game of BeeBall!!
Alternatively you or the participants may choose your favourite game from the past 6 lessons.
Kids get to apply all the skills learnt over the past 6 lessons to a game of BeeBall – including hitting, throwing, fielding, running, communication, team work and good sportsmanship.

Time
60 minutes.

Area
Area appropriate for playing numbers and safe space between players

Equipment
Marker cones,
bases,
foam covered safety bats, or wood foam balls.
Objective
For two teams to race each other around the bases of a baseball diamond.

What to do
- Set up a baseball diamond with base plates spaced at correct distances apart.
- Divide players up into two teams, cat and mouse.
- Line the two teams up behind home plate.
- The mouse is released to run around the bases. The cat is then released and chases the mouse around the bases. Release time can be varied based on ability.
- Both cat and mouse must touch every base.
- Continue until all players have had a turn at running around the bases.

What you need
- Base plates.

Change it
- Switch teams around so that mouse team becomes cat team.
Lesson 7: BeeBall Rookie

Objective
For participants aged between 5 and 8 years old to put skills learnt over the past 6 weeks into practice with a game of BeeBall Rookies. This variant can be played with new players without any skills. **FUN and SAFETY first.**

How to set up a BeeBall Rookie field

1. Place the home base plate on the ground and walk fifteen (15) metres on an angle, similar to a triangle 60° shape as shown in the picture or as the description in the Rules of BeeBall.
2. Place first base and the 2nd bases as shown to make up your triangle.
3. Mark the Safety Line as described in the Rulebook with marker cones.
4. Place a players bench in a minimum of 10 meters from the playing field line.

What to do

• Refer to the rules in the “Rules for BeeBall and........PLAY BALL!"
Lesson 7: BeeBall Mayors

 Objective
For participants aged between 5 and 8 years old to put skills learnt over the past 6 weeks into practice with a game of BeeBall Rookies. This variant can be played with new players without any skills. **FUN and SAFETY first.**

How to set up a BeeBall Rookie field

1. Place the home base plate on the ground and walk fifteen (15) metres on an angle, similar to a diamond shape as shown in the field description on the previous page, and place first base on the ground.
2. Continue to place second and third base, fifteen (15) metres apart, on the ground to make up your ‘diamond’.
3. The pitching plate is to be placed on the ground ten (10) metres from home base, in between home and second base.

What to do

- Refer to the rules in the “Rules for BeeBall and........PLAY BALL!”
Objective
For participants aged between 5 and 8 years old to put skills learnt over the past 6 weeks into practice with a game of BeeBall Rookies. This variant can be played with new players without any skills. FUN and SAFETY first.

How to set up a BeeBall Rookie field

1. Place the home base plate on the ground and walk fifteen (15) metres on an angle, similar to a diamond shape as shown in the field description on the previous page, and place first base on the ground.
2. Continue to place second and third base, fifteen (15) metres apart, on the ground to make up your ‘diamond’.
3. The pitching plate is to be placed on the ground ten (10) metres from home base, in between home and second base.

What to do

• Refer to the rules in the “Rules for BeeBall and.......PLAY BALL!
Objective

This is your chance to do some ‘customer surveying’. Ask for feedback during sessions or at the end.

• What were your favourite activities? (they will probably need reminding about what they did!).
• What didn’t you like?
• What would you like to do again?
The Long Term Athlete Development Program (LTAD) focuses on the general framework of athlete development with special reference to growth, maturation and development, trainability, and sport system alignment and integration. It incorporates information from a number of sources. It draws on the experiences of various athlete development projects that have been implemented by different sport organizations since the mid-1990s.

This document is fully based on and supported by, the coaching and exercise science literature, but it is written particularly for coaches and sport leaders. Federations of ESF and CEB have expressed their deep desire to have a comprehensive initiation program.

ESF/CEB is proud to offer this simple and detailed program to the European Baseball and Softball community.

The full BeeBall Rally Cap Program is digital available for FREE via the websites of ESF and CEB. Together, let’s make sure this first baseball and softball experience is a positive one for all young players in Europe.
My BeeBall Rally Caps

HOW TO EARN YOUR BEEBALL RALLY CAPS

You see 30 boxes in different colors. In each box is a task. Next to the taskbox you see a colored Ball. If you can perform the task you may ask to your coach to place his signature on the ball next to the box.

If all YELLOW balls are signed by your coach then you are ready to start in BeeBall Rookie.
If all BLUE balls have a signature from your coach then you are ready to play in a BeeBall Rookie-team of your Club.
If all RED balls have a signature from your coach then you are ready to play BeeBall Major or even in a minor league team Baseball or Softball.

THROWING
- Throws the ball at least 1.5 meters away
- Throws 7 out of 10 balls to teammate 3 m

CATCHING
- Catches a thrown ball from 1.5 meters
- Catches 10 of 15 ground balls rolled (3 meters)

HITTING
- Hits a ball from a BattingTee
- Hits 8 out of 15 balls from Batting Tee passing the Baseline

RUNNING
- Runs in the right direction after a Hit (in abt. 11 seconds)
- Runs 7 seconds 1st Base (15 meters)

KNOWLEDGE
- Knows the name of his team, the coaches and 3 teammates
- Knows the names of the bases and fieldpositions

If you have all of the above your coach will sign the first yellow ball. If you have all of the above and the following blue balls then you are ready to start in BeeBall Rookie.

COUNTING
- Knows where to throw the Ball after fielding
- Knows the differences between strike and Ball, In and Out and Good or Fault

RUNNING
- Runs to 2nd Base (“rounding”) in 12 seconds (18,30 x 18,30 m.)
- Runs within 5 seconds to 1st Base (18,30 m.)

If you have all of the above and the following red balls then you are ready to play BeeBall Major or even in a minor league team Baseball or Softball.